
 

ITL Welcomes Students of X and XII 

1. Title of the activity Welcome Assembly Class X and XII 

2. Date of the activity 1st March, 2023 

3. SDG covered SDG 4 Quality Education 

4. Description of the 

activity 

ITL PUBLIC SCHOOL heralded the new batches of class X & XII 2023-24 

on 1 March 2023 by a heart warming Special Assembly. Ms. Neha Wahi, a 

renowned psychologist & career guidance expert empowered the curious 

minds on the topic “Positive Attitude & Power of Motivation”. An 

invigorating invocation dance on Lord Shiva’s Vandana, depicting the God’s   

leadership qualities in the form of classical Kuchipudi at the beginning of the 

session left every one spellbound and set the stage on fire. 

The HoD of Hindi Department, Ms. Monika Kapoor set the ball rolling by 

reciting a self-composed poem on “Aao Apne Sapno Ko Pankh Lagaye” to 

instil in the young spectators, a zealous & challenging spirit. 

Ms. Wahi’s candid and mesmerising interactive session spruced with 

anecdotes from her life made everyone eating from her hands as she gave 

them a new way of thinking and expressing, truly imbibing the NAYEE 

PEEDHI with NAYEE SOCH. 

Dr.Sudha Acharya, the school principal, motivated the students with her 

pearls of wisdom emphasizing  to live their dreams, spread their wings & 

touch the horizon without getting influenced by the extrinsic factors. She 

enlightened everyone to identify their skill areas and focus to follow their 

passion,  but at the same time not to get disappointed, if they don’t achieve 

that and be ready with a plan B to pursue a career. More than concentrating 

only on a fat package, she emphasized on job satisfaction and contentment. 

The session was a perfect way to start the new academic year as it enthused 

everyone with a lot of positive energy and enthusiasm. 

 

   



 

 


